Louisiana Cajun-Zydeco 2015 Arts Market

Andrew Jackson Pollack Designs
Angel Bands by Grillier Willis, Ragan Grillier Willis
Art by Christy Gallery, Christy Works-Boutte
Art by the Griffins, Johnnie & Loraine Griffin
Bayousoap co., William Terry
Benoit Gallery, Bryant Benoit
Cavalier Expressions, Timmy Dogan
Clay Art by Annie Hendrix, Annie Hendrix
Creative Jewelry by Bridgeja', LLC, Bridgeja' Baker
De'Vard DeSigns, Shirley De'Vard
Debris Art, Trish Ransom
DesJardins Jewelry, Chris DesJardins
Faisjojo, Jo and charlie brown
Fit to Be Tied, Annie Odell
Gabby Gumbo, Jennifer Jordan
John Darre’ Fine Art
Joshua Lee Studio, Joshua Lee Nidenberg
Lucy Farms LLC/DBA:Michael’s Pickles, Max & Flo Malone
Party Pirogues, Daniel Dyer
Sabine Chadborn
Shae Shea LLC, Shae Thomas
Shaun Aleman
Splatter Palette, Alisha Kelley & Haley Tilstra
Still Waters Jewelry, Eslie Taylor